82nd Annual Art Students’ Exhibition

Stephanie Alleman *The Misunderstanding* oil and mixed media
Stephanie Alleman *Finding the Answer* oil and mixed media
Sandra Austin *The Owl* pencil on canvas
Sandra Austin *The Study (From Faust)* pencil on canvas
John Boettcher *Reflections* oil on canvas
John Boettcher *Waxing* etching
John Boettcher *Contour Figure I* serigraph
Jon K. Boyd *As Seen On TV* video
Casey Chesnutt *Untitled* ceramic
Jonathan G. Collis *Cacophony III* oil on canvas
Gina Cosden *Nude Model Auditions* silkscreen/oil base
Gina Cosden *A Roadkills Revenge* silkscreen/oil base
Gina Cosden *Untitled* copper and brass
Heather Cove *Turq Teapot* stoneware coil vessel and
Meada Daly-Cano *The Uncertain Future* pinhole photograph, cyanotype
Lisa de Shan *Bat Hank, Catwoman and Robin* lithograph
Lisa de Shan *Hank Runs Away to Become a Corn* linoleum block print
Lisa de Shan *Hank Runs Away to Become an* linoleum block, etching, and hand
Heather Dixon *“The Alley”* lithograph
Matthew Edwards *An Experiment in the Conciousness and* video
Joyce H. Fang *“A Piano Scene”* photograph
Matthew Grice *Monument* serigraph
Matthew Grice *Self Portrait* gelatin silver print
Matthew Grice *Architectural Study* gelatin silver print
Patti Gulikers *"TFOTS/Skeleton Woman"* oil and acrylic on canvas
Lila Hayes *Untitled* gelatin silver print
Robert Hill *Dunblane (tears for children)* mixed media on folio paper
Craig Hitchcock *The Road North* silver gelatin print
Craig Hitchcock *Untitled* silver gelatin print
Ron Jackson *My Fair Lady* photography (silver gelatin)
Melanie Jackson *Mystic Visions* mixed media
Louise Jones *Scissors & Shadows* lithograph
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Louise Jones *Cracked Images* lithograph
Louise Jones *Landscape with Curtain* etching
Jean Keil *Vessel I* coil constructed stoneware with
Jean Keil *Vessel II* coil constructed stoneware with
Joshua Kramb *Tiatu Silver Back* mixed media
Joshua Kramb *Musicians* monotype
Joshua Kramb *Bird Dancer* etching
Lance N. Lamb *The Last of the Late, Great* charcoal on paper
Lance N. Lamb *Giddy with Gone Joy* charcoal on paper
Lance N. Lamb *Humtress in Repose* charcoal on paper
Steven Lightner *Untitled* white stoneware, copper, raku
Steven Lightner *Untitled* white stoneware, copper, raku
Hui-Ling Lin *Yellow River* oil and acrylic on canvas
Jim Macari *Untitled* photograph, oil on canvas
Jim Macari *Untitled* photograph
Rachel Mangold *Closet* wood, canvas, tin
Randy Martinez *Tiffany* silver print
Randy Martinez *That Girl* silver print
Mark Maselli *Miscommunication* acrylic
Michael Maxwell “*4 Studies of Classical Sculpture: This is* graphite, acrylic, charcoal, le:
Michael Maxwell “*Study After Donatello*” acrylic, pastel, graphite, lead,
Ray McDonald *Nude-Female* pencil
Ray McDonald *Nude-Male* pencil
Ray McDonald *Deception* wood, glass, acrylic
Christina McFall *Lines of the Forbidden City* gelatin silver
Josh Miller *A Recollection* assemblage: wire, safetyglass,
Josh Miller *Skip's Birds* oil on canvas
Ron Minnick *Carrie* charcoal/graphite
Ron Minnick *Sarah* charcoal/graphite
Graham Morrison *Does the Dream Die Along with the* acrylic, oil, mixed media
Graham Morrison *Untitled* mixed media
Graham Morrison *Exhaust* mixed media, oil, beeswax
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Deana G. Ortiz *Kick Off Them Damn Red Boots!* serigraph
Jesus Pegales *Untitled* drawing
J. Leigh Perry *Clovo* ceramics-red stoneware, iron
J. Leigh Perry *Face Bowl/Brazier* ceramics-white stoneware, iron
J. Leigh Perry *Untitled/Pot* ceramics-white stoneware,
Joe Phillips *Rock Star* oil on canvas
Laurie A. Powell *Untitled* ceramic - raku
Jeff Prime *Sacred and Cool* catalog design (cyclone/majestik
Jeff Prime *Jazz Banner* banner design (cyclone/majestic
C. Patricia Quinlivan *Carved High Fire Celadon Platter* clay
C. Patricia Quinlivan *Round Carved Neck Raku* clay
Chad Randle *Untitled* oil on canvas
Chad Randle *Ceanothus’ Adventure* oil on canvas
Nancy Rimassa *Trojan Horse* wood, hemp, fabric, aluminium
Robert Sisk *Made to Dance* serigraph
Robert Sisk *Reflections* serigraph
Craig Smith *NEA* photo collage, ink, and acrylic on
Craig Smith *Emmerson ‘95* ink, acrylic on photograph
Craig Smith *Smoke Some Okies* color photographs
Michael Swanson *Missing in Action* stoneware/raku
Michael Swanson *Colored Cowboy* stoneware/raku
Traci Tullius *Untitled* mixed media
Traci Tullius *Self Portrait* oil bar and charcoal
Traci Tullius *Untitled* mixed media
Petra von Allmen *The Guardian* lithograph
Petra von Allmen *Connections* coloured woodcut
Carolynne Whitefeather *Emergence* serigraph (water-based inks)
Carolynne Whitefeather *Aqueous Origins* serigraph (water-based inks)
Michael Wilson *“Silence”* photography
Michael Wilson *Subliminal Advertising* photography
Kim Winkle *Spotted!* ceramic
Kim Winkle *Enclosed* ceramic and wire
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Kim Winkle Solitude ceramic, wood, rope
Christopher Wollard Shroom photography (silver gelatin)
Christopher Wollard Self Portrait photography (silver gelatin)